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Aerial view of Las Olas Project site. Beach development site is centered and consist of 5.4 acres.
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Las Olas Master Site Plan that was fully permitted on
September 07, 2010
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Executive Summary
Developers are excited to announce that on September 7, 2010 the Las Olas project
received the construction permits for the infrastructure for their approved master site
plan. Developers plan to immediately start working on the infrastructure per the master
site plan.
Las Olas initially received their SETENA approval in June of 2008, but as we all know
in September of 2008 everything came to a screeching halt due to the financial crisis.
Las Olas developers stopped all activity since everything was frozen up and went into
hibernation. Since Las Olas had no debt, shareholders were able to wait until the real
estate market turned around. Any project that had debt went into bankruptcy since
there were no sales being made at that time. Projects that were in the middle of
construction has their funding pulled by the banks and were left high and dry.
In January of 2010, Las Olas re-opened their operations. We were encouraged by the
interest and sales we were able to make and based on that we immediately applied for
the construction permits for the project. We received the construction permits on
September 07, 2010 and plan to immediately start working on the infrastructure.
We had to make some adjustments in our business model. Prior to September 2008,
homes and condos were selling for about $500,000 and our business model was
geared to that price point. However, now the market price for homes and condos are in
the $250,000 range so we have to adjust our model to fit that reality. Therefore, we are
adjusting out plans for the beach development and condo development for today’s
market. The picture you see above of the Beach Development was done by Zurcher
Architects, who are the premier architects in Costa Rica. The units they designed are in
the $500,000 range and therefore do not meet current market conditions. It will be
necessary to re-design the condo/hotel units on the Beach with units that are smaller
and have a lower price point. We will need to do the same for the small condo towers
we plan to build at various points in and around the project site. We plan to timeshare
all of these units for the reasons explained below.
Las Olas will be a mixed plan development with approximately 358 home lots as well
as areas set aside for beach front hotel/condo units and for two bedroom condo units.
We anticipate that when we re-design the beach units it will consist of approximately
66 units, with about 33 one bedroom units and 33 two bedroom units.
As well there will be approximately 10 small five story condo units with approximately
10 units per building for a total of 100 units. Developers plan to sell the above units
as time share.
The most desirable place for a vacation resort is undoubtedly on a good beach front
location since that is where people really want to be. So resorts with homes,
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hotel/condo or beach front units for sale on a nice beach will always be in greater
demand, and command higher prices, over resorts that are not on a nice beach. Las
Olas is one of the few resort properties in the World that in on a pristine and blue
flagged beach at Esterillos Oeste Beach, Costa Rica. When completed Las Olas will
become one of the most popular vacation destination points for baby boomers and
vacationers of all ages from all over the world.
History of Timeshare
The term "timeshare" was coined in Great Britain in the early 1960s; expanding on a
vacation system that became popular after World War II in Europe. Vacation home
sharing, also known as holiday home sharing, initially involved four European families
that would purchase a vacation cottage jointly, each having exclusive use of the
property for one of the four seasons. They rotated seasons each year, so each family
enjoyed the prime seasons equally. This concept was mostly utilized by families
related to each other because of the trust factor involved in joint ownership, and no
property manager. However, few families vacation for an entire season at a time; so
the vacation home sharing properties were often vacant for long periods.
Enterprising minds in England decided to go one step further and divide a resort room
into 1/50th ownership, have two weeks each year for repairs and upgrades, and
charge a maintainer fee to each owner. It took almost a decade for timeshares in
Europe to evolve to a smoothly run successful business venture.
The first timeshare in the United States was started in 1974 by "Caribbean
International Corp." based in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. It offered what it called a 25year "vacation license" rather than ownership. The company owned two other resorts
the "vacation license holder" could alternate their vacation weeks with, one in St. Croix
and one in St. Thomas; both in the Virgin Islands. The Virgin Islands properties began
their timeshare sales in 1973 with owners Hillie Meyers, Don Saunders and Arthur
Zimand.
The contract was simple and straightforward. The company, C.I.C. (Caribbean
International Corporation), promised to maintain and provide the specified
accommodation type (studio - one bedroom - two bedroom) for use by the "license
owner" for a period of 25 years in the specified season and number of weeks agreed
upon; with only two extra charges. A $15.00 per diem (per night), frozen at that cost
for the life of the contract; and a $25.00 switching fee, should the licensee decide to
use his/her week/weeks at one of the other resorts. The presentation's logic was
based on the fact that the cost of the license and the small per diem, compared with
the projected cost of hotel rates climbing in the next 25 years to over $100.00 per
night, would save the license owner many vacation dollars over the span of the license
agreement. The license owner was allowed to rent or give his week away as a gift in
any particular vacation year. The only stipulation was that the $15.00 per diem must
be paid every year whether the unit was occupied or not. This "must be paid yearly
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fee", would become the roots of what is known today as "maintenance fees"; once the
Florida Department of Real-Estate became involved in the American timeshare
concept.
The timeshare concept in the USA caught the eye of many entrepreneurs due to the
enormous profits to be made by selling the same room 52 times to 52 different owners
at an average price in 1974-1976 of $3,500.00 per week. Today in 2010, average
prices are about 18,000 for a one bedroom and 36,000 for a two bedroom and prices
are adjusted as conditions warrant.
This concept has attracted many resort developers and prominent hoteliers, such as
Starwood, Wyndham, Accor, Hyatt, Hilton, Marriott, and Disney. Vacation ownership
has proven to be lucrative for shareholders in these major resort families, due to its
popularity with vacation-goers and high profitability. This form of lodging has spawned
a variety of products sold on similar occupancy schemes; cars, planes, boats, condohotel units and luxury fractional properties (at which affluent guests may stay for as
long as a quarter of a year, and which often command a six-figure price tag).
Current Overview
The traditional form of timeshare entails someone owning the right to occupy a
specific week of time in a specific resort in a specific condominium unit.
This means that you timeshare one week fifty two (52) times, so you have to make 52
sales with time share compared to 1 traditional sale.
This means holidaying at the same resort in the same unit at the same time of year,
year after year. However, exchange companies provide flexibility to this inflexible
product by offering to exchange or swap timeshare owners from one condominium
into another of a similar size and quality and in the same season and they can do that
all over the world. It’s a kind of barter system that operates on a “like for like” basis.
In more recent times Points Systems have changed the barter system of flexibility to
a currency system where each week of timeshare accommodation is valued in points
based on the size, season, quality, demand and various other factors. Points are
then given in exchange for timeshare weeks being deposited with a Points System
and the points are used as a form of holiday “currency” to “pay” for the
accommodation taken in turn out of the Points System pool of accommodation.
Industry Cost Structure
The ownership of timeshare entails two costs, (1) the cost of acquisition and (2) the
ongoing cost of ownership.
1. The cost of acquisition is a once off, upfront charge that can be financed, allowing
for affordable monthly payments over a number of years. Much like the way
automobiles are purchased.
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2. The ongoing cost of ownership is the equivalent of the running and maintenance
costs of an automobile.
These costs can be broken down into two components:
1. The annual maintenance fee paid to the
required to service and maintain the resort property.

Management Company that is

2 The annual membership and exchange fees paid to the Exchange Companies in
order to provide flexibility to the conventional timeshare product.
The annual maintenance fees cover all the operating costs of running the resort
including the cost of providing reception, housekeeping and laundry services as well
as all maintenance and refurbishment costs.
The annual membership fees and exchange fees paid to the Exchange
Companies are for the provision of flexibility through exchange.
In comparative terms, of every $100 spent on the ongoing cost of ownership perhaps
$70 is spent on maintenance fees and $30 is spent on providing flexibility.
While there is little “fat” in the first cost, there is room to massively decrease this
second cost.
The Size of the Market
The scope of today's timeshare industry in the USA is well documented. The ARDA
International Foundation (AIF), which is the research arm of the American Resort
Development Association (ARDA), reports there are 1,604 timeshare resorts, with
154,439 units, in the USA as of January 1, 2006 (AIF 2006). Though reportedly fewer
than six percent of U.S. households own one, the prevalence of vacation ownership
continues to expand. Approximately 4.4 million households own one or more U.S.
weekly intervals or points-equivalent as of January 1, 2007, an increase of sixteen
percent from the prior year.
About half of the timeshare resorts are in the US and generated sales of $8.6 billion in
2005.
The global scope of the industry is not as readily quantified. Interval International, one
of the two major exchange companies, reports there are 1,800 resorts in nearly 80
countries, with 2004 worldwide sales estimated at nearly $11.8 billion (Interval
International 2006). RCI has more than 4,000 resorts in nearly 100 countries.
A 2001 report estimated there to be 5,425 timeshare resorts worldwide, of which
around 31% are situated in North America, 25% in Europe, 16% in Latin America and
emerging resorts in Asia offers 14%, led by Japan, Thailand and India.
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Time Share Profits.
Here is an overview of time share profits verses traditional sales profits. The numbers
below are not intended to be exact numbers for Las Olas, those will be determined
once we get our re-design completed, but it will be close and give a comparison
between timeshare income verses traditional sales income.
Following assumptions were made:
There will be about 66 units on the beach. Half the units (33) will be one bedroom units
and the other 33 units will be larger two bedroom units.
As well, an additional 100 units will be added as condo units. All of those will be a
larger two bedroom unit. All units will be on the beach or a 5 minute walk to the beach
and with ocean views. We are assuming an average sales price of $18,000 for a one
bedroom unit and $36,000 for a two bedroom unit.
Here is how the numbers work out:
Small units
33 X 52 weeks = 1716 sales X $18,000 = $ 34,888,000
Larger Units 133 X 52 weeks = 6926 sales X $36,000 = $249,336,000
Total Unit Sales
6552
Total $284,224,000
Let’s now compare that to a traditional condo sale:
Small units
33 X $150,000 = $ 4,950,000
Larger units 33 X $225,000 = $ 7,425,000
Condo Units 100 X $225,000 = $22,500,000
Total 166
Total $34,875,000
One can see the huge difference in timeshare revenue compared to revenue derived
from a traditional sale, $284,224,000 - $34,875,000 = $249,349,000. You have the
same number of units and are using them for the same thing, vacation rentals, but
there is a huge difference in the two business models. Granted you have to make a
greater number of sales, which will drive up marketing and operating costs, but the
greater ROI makes that entirely worthwhile and achievable. Therefore, in keeping with
the developer’s plan of doing everything possible to maximize shareholder ROI,
timesharing is by far the best way to accomplish that objection.
Further, there are several more rungs up the vertical integration ROI ladder and one
big rung is to fiancé the timeshare units and home sales. This would add considerably
more to shareholder ROI. Timeshare financing is like auto financing except for one big
difference. Car financing is around 7 percent, but timeshare financing is at least
double, so shareholders can double the interest revenue on loaning out the same
amount of money.
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Timeshare funding
Developers have identified a number of sources for both their timeshare business
model as well as their mortgage funding business model. The amount of money
needed will be significant, however, since the lenders will become the developer’s
partners, the developers plan to offer a little more ROI to their funding partners and
this will attract more serious funders since they will be getting a better ROI for their
investment. This is completely doable since the profits are so high in a well-run
timesharing operation as well as a well-run mortgage company operation for all other
sales.
However, Las Olas shareholders plan to plow back a large percentage of their profits,
from ongoing resort operations, back into the Las Olas funding pool for both
timeshares and mortgages. Las Olas shareholders goal is to be self-funding within 5
years, thereby adding to the overall shareholders ROI.
Sources for timeshare and mortgage funding are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Private Investor Pool
Debenture bonds
Insurance companies that are into real estate investments for their pension funds.
Class A asset-backed notes, class B asset-backed notes, C asset-backed notes.
As well, Las Olas shareholders plan to plow back a portion of generated project
profits into the funding pool.

Now that Las Olas has received their construction permits, funding sources have
indicated a serious interest in partnering up with the Las Olas project in offering the
required capital that will be necessary for the project. Developers feel that a bottom has
been put in and that the real estate market will slowly tick upwards in the future. Las
Olas is perfectly positioned to take advantage of this up tick. The two key factors are
first, the project if fully permitted and we are starting the building process, and the
second is the fact that the location of the project is on a nice beach that is about 1 hour
and 15 minutes from San Jose, making it a easy destination point for thousands of
upscale Costa Ricans as well as people who fly into the San Jose airport. Once again,
resort beach front locations amount to less than one percent of all resort properties
worldwide. So having a resort on a pristine beach that is fully permitted will add great
impetus in both home and timeshare sales.
David Aven
Shareholder Representative.
(see construction permit below)
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